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Satellite Payload Calibration – On a Budget
Calibration faces 3 common challenges
• Cost
– Limited budget that is magnified for small sats
• Time
– Tight schedule that is magnified with shared launch windows
• Scale
– Higher risk that is acceptable for some small sat missions
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Risk vs. Cost
• Due to limitations on cost, time, and scale:
– Small Satellite missions need just enough
calibration for high probability of mission
success
– Simply put, the best bang for their buck

Some missions have ample budgets to buy down
almost all risks, such as JWST
Small sat missions that don’t have this opportunity
must find the intersection between the costs of risk
and mitigation

Class A Mission - Hubble

• This motivated us to identify key calibration
parameters that would:
– Deliver the highest probability of mission
success
– Produce a wide range of VIS payloads
– Lowest cost and time investment
Small Satellite Mission
From: https://aruberusan.com/395/risk-mitigation-a-myth-of-infinite-cost-and-finite-risk/
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Investigation Goals
• Establish a simplified calibration option
– Investigate good enough calibration
– Determine what good enough means
• Develop simplified calibration strategy
– Streamline the calibration process
– Minimize amount of hardware and setup
• Automated data collection and analysis
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Good Enough - Objectives
• Simple – Attractive to a small sat budget
– Acceptable risk and uncertainty
– Key parameters
• Quick – Attractive timeline
– Partial calibration in hours or days, not months
• Viable for a variety of payloads
– One-off payloads
– Scalable for Constellations
• Mobile – On site or at customer location
– Less hardware allows for portability
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Key Calibration Categories
• Spatial
– Focus
– Field of View (FOV)
– Distortion

• Spectral
– Relative Spectral
Response (RSR)

• Radiometric
– Non-Uniformity Correction
(NUC)
– Peak Radiative Response
(PRR)
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Hardware – Surrogate Payloads
• Simulate various small satellite payloads
– Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
Camera
• Bit Depths
• FOV
• COM ports
– COTS Lens systems
• Focal lengths
• Apertures
• FOV
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Spatial Calibration
• Collimator
– Simulate point sources at infinity
• Aperture plate
– Simultaneously measure multiple
point sources over FOV
• Image Plane Focus
– Calculate focus position, azimuth,
and elevation
• Shims
– Use results to manufacture shims for
optimized focus
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Spatial Calibration - Data Collection & Analysis
• Spatial
– Point sources move in and out of focus
– Camera takes continuous images
– Point sources are identified and best focus
of each point source is determined
– Camera adjustment, PRF, and distortion can
be calculated
• Automating collection and analysis
– Prior to automation, even simple
calibration took a days worth of work
– Developed analysis algorithms in house
– Reduced turn around time significantly

Point sources in FOV
travel through focus
and imaged

Point sources are
identified
Now best focus can be
found and necessary
adjustments can be
calculated
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Spatial Calibration - Results
• Best Focus Position

• Distortion
Ensquared Energy to
identify location of best
focus for each point
source

Plane is not flat due to some tilt in
camera azimuth or elevation
Change in relative point source
distance suggests distortion
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Spatial Shim Run for Record - Results
• Simulated real world
scenario by intentionally
displacing proxy payload
• Initial measurements showed
payload was 720 um from
best focus
• Performed spatial calibration,
calculated offsets, and 3D
printed a shim to
compensate
• After shim was printed,
payload was only 25 um out
of focus.

Azimuth Angle

Elevation
Angle
Before Spatial Cal

After Spatial Cal
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Spectral Calibration
•

•

Integrating sphere with LED bank
– 32 LED Channels from ~350 to 950 nm
– Internal spectrometer to verify spectral output
Spectral
– Cycle through wavelengths for different
spectral radiance (W/m2-nm-sr) values
– Map camera response to centroids of each LED
channel
– Produce RSR plot
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Spectral Calibration - Results
Relative Spectral Response Curve
• Spectral radiance values are bounded
by camera response
– Camera happened to be most
sensitive to ~546 nm (green)
– The spectral radiance value at which
that wavelength saturated the
camera was set to 1
– All other responses were normalized
to this spectral radiance value
• Three spectral radiance (W/m2-nm-sr)
values
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Radiometric Calibration
• Integrating Sphere
– Uniform white light source
– Controllable radiance values
– Internal spectrometer to verify
radiance
• Radiometric
– Radiance (W/m2-sr) values mapped
vs camera response
– Linearity correction, PRR, and NUC
can be derived
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Radiometric Calibration - Results
• Non-uniformity Correction (NUC)
– NUC mask applied to camera output

Response >1 due to
noise in pixels

Response <1 due to
vignetting in corners
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Radiometric Calibration - Results
Spectral radiance output integrity verified
with internal spectrometer

Peak Radiative Response
After NUC then PRR plot can be generated

12 bit camera

Linearity Correction
Rudimentary correction could be derived from PRR
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Limitations
• Payloads
– Handful of permutations for cameras and lens systems
– Due to limitations of source and test time, limited radiometric data for cameras
(expanded testing is possible)
– Current investigation limited to VIS and some NIR payloads (300-950 nm)
• Hardware
– Match collimator aperture to payload aperture
– Spectral resolution is currently ~15 nm
– No thermal environments, all testing and calibration was done at ambient
temperatures
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Summary
•

•

•
•
•

Bang for your Buck
– Buy down risk to acceptable level for a small sat mission
– Not exquisite calibration but identified key calibration parameters for small
satellite payloads to meet mission needs
Quick
– Fewer tests means faster results
– Automation for testing and report generation
– Reduced schedule with higher risk
Cost Effective
– Fewer tests and faster testing times results in lower costs
– Meets demands of a small satellite budget
Mobile
– Less testing hardware allows for on-site or customer location calibration
– Convenient calibration on your schedule
Reliable
– Less hardware introduces fewer uncertainty contributions
– Performed and documented uncertainty analysis
– Well developed testing routine to ensure mission success
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Questions
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Backup
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Investigation Setup
• 5 Hardware Components
– Payload
• Simulate various payloads
– Collimator
• Simulate point sources at
infinity
– Integrating Sphere
• Radiometric Cal
– Monochromator
• Spectral Cal
– Computer
• Data Analysis
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Overview
•

Identify the Problem
– Small sat cal

•

Requirements
– This is how we’re trying to meet the problem
– Define spatial, spectral, and radiometric calibration
– Requirements
• VIS, quickly, cheaply, input aperture of 6” or less
• Do spatial calibration in single data collection

•

Results
– Results from poster
– Uncertainty

•

Run for record
– Shim run accuracy

•

Limitations
– Make the assessment that we’ve performed a small sat
call within a small sat budget, how good of a calibration
was it?
– VIS, 6” aperture, no TVAC testing
– Radiometric data is only over 12 bits (4095)
• No characterization of saturation, did not
characterize any residual effects after saturation

•

Setup
– Hardware
– Satellite surrogate payload

•

Data collection
– Spatial proxy payload out of focus, move through focus,
•
etc.
• Identify point sources
– Spectral
– Radiometric

Summary
– It was fast
– It was easy
– And it was pretty darn good
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